It all takes place at
night - in the
historic and isolated
Gold Hill Inn...
It begins at dinner with characters from the past with stories to tell and
secrets to divulge (or withhold) ...you may be sitting next to a killer.

The investigation advances to the scene of the crime
next door at the rustic Bluebird Lodge where your
sleuthing skills, and those who dare to join your
team, are tested....and where you shall spend the
night. Later, the mystery may be over...but was that
creaking just an old building settling...or the
nocturnal meandering of the many ghosts from a
hundred plus years ago?

The next morning, survivors will saunter back down to
modern civilization (or Boulder’s version of) for
brunch at the historic Chautauqua Dining Hall. It’s a
24- hour escapade into a murderous past but time is
of the essence...death will not wait.

This happens Saturday, September 21 but like Corsa, your commitment (and deposit)
is required no later than June 14. There are only 9 rooms total and this event
always sells out...there are no other accommodations, anywhere. It is possible to do
just the dinner and mystery but that too requires advance commitment.

We’ll start with a beautiful wandering drive in and
around the foothills with plans to arrive about an
hour before dinner. Time enough to take in the
preserved yet occupied ghost town of Gold
Hill...where the real hippies went when Boulder
became, well, Boulder. There’ll be time before dinner
and the next morning to get those pics or visit one of
the two other businesses...a general store and
antique shop. Cherry Creek, it ain’t. Sunday morning
we’ll “conga line” back down for an 11 AM brunch.
We’ll arrive from the east in daylight, slowly, on 6 miles of flat
straight but unpaved improved road. It’s all drop-dead (pun
intended) gorgeous terrain so 15-20 mph will not only preserve your
undercarriage but also allow you to inhale the grandeur of the
mountains. If you choose only the dinner the nighttime drive is 5miles drive down a steep, dark, unmarked, unpaved road with no
guard rails, sheer drop offs, and another 5-miles paved to get back
down to Boulder. I lived up that canyon for 13 years and have done
that night drive, but I don’t recommend it.

Drop Deadline is Friday, June 14 – only 9 Rooms
Rooms -$75 per night: Queen bed & continental breakfast (2) in the AM... the
bathrooms are down the hall; there are no baths in the rooms (think 1872).
Deposit is $75 but refundable if they can rebook the room.
Mystery dinner is $65 per person; includes champagne, hors d'oeuvres, 3 course meal,
and the mystery. Does not include additional alcohol, tax or gratuity. “All in” for 2 = $205

RESERVE YOUR ROOM on the Website at: www.tmc-rmc.com under Events.

Your Ghastly TMC Arranger

